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“Licketyspit do games, rhymes and songs 
like no-one else! It’s a powerful tool for adults 
and children working together. You’re sharing 
as you go. You love the rhythms, the tune, 
you can shout it, you can use your body.” 
Family Art Voyage Artist, Storyplay Festival
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In 2022/23 Licketyspit’s flagship National Lottery 
Community Fund project – BIG Porridge & Play 
Glasgow (BPPG), which had been delivered 
extensively online throughout the Pandemic, 
came back into our communities as in-person 
sessions. 

BPPG’22 returned to Whiteinch and Ruchill 
where it had first begun in 2017, and for the first 
time in-person, to Govan. This project culminated 
in a spectacular Xmas Ceilidh at Licketyspit’s 
base at CCH in Maryhill in December with over 50 
families!

A year of New Scots Integration Funding 
(Sept’21-Oct’22) supported an extensive 
programme in 3 new Porridge & Play Hubs in 
Glasgow’s Cranhill, Bridgeton and Castlemilk. 
This project was co-hosted by local Storyplay 
Champion families and professionals. 
Participating families developed the content 
for 22 AllScot Playcards (featuring new and old 
games, rhymes and songs from Scotland and 
around the world). The project culminated in 
Licketyspit’s first Storyplay Festival on Glasgow 
Green.

Online Storyplay has established its continuing 
relevance in enabling isolated families from a 
wide geographical area to meet, make friends 
and play together without the impact of travel 
or travel costs. This continued within BPPG’22 
and Storyplay City (Glasgow City Council 
Communities Fund) and reached new creative 
heights as participating children demonstrated 
remarkable levels of patience, generosity and 
creativity.

In 2022/23 Licketyspit also completed our first 
ground-breaking collaboration with Scottish 
Women’s Aid, who identified Storyplay Champion 
training as an innovative way to introduce new 
tools and skills to support women and children 
recovering from domestic abuse – together, for 
the first time. 

Licketyspit continues to work in partnership 
with schools & nurseries; local authorities; 
Scottish Government; GCVS; Scottish Refugee 
Council; Scottish Women’s Aid; The Children’s 
Parliament, Together, Children in Scotland, 
Cranhill Development Trust and other 3rd sector 
organisations working with children and families. 
We are increasingly sharing our Storyplay practice 
and methodology and being invited to share our 
expertise in rights-based child consultation with 
3-12’s with multiple partners, including Scottish 
Government.

2021/22 saw continuing recognition for 
Licketyspit’s pioneering Have your Say Through 
Play project, in support of the GIRFEC Refresh, 
when we worked with Zero Tolerance to consult 
children about the values and principles of 
Scotland’s landmark children & families policy, 
Getting it Right for Every Child.

While our Glasgow Council funded Storyplay City 
project has now come to an end, we have begun 
2023/24 with year-round Porridge & Play for 7 
communities - Bridgeton, Castlemilk, Cranhill, 
Govan, Maryhill, Whiteinch and Online, supported 
by the National Lottery Community Fund. We 
hope you will enjoy this summary of Licketyspit’s 
adventures and discoveries in our 2022 Annual 
Report.

Licketyspit is an early years theatre and play 
charity and the home of Storyplay Scotland. 
Storyplay is an approach and methodology using 
drama and play which is strongly rooted in a 
children’s rights-led practice, developed over 
nearly 20 years. This powerful creative work 
comes directly from child consultation between 
actors and children – as experts in play. It shows 
children have a strong sense of their own needs 
and can easily communicate these to adults who 
know how to consult them. Licketyspit believes 
the language of children is play and that to ensure 
children have their rights, adults working with 
and for them benefit greatly from re-learning their 
ability to engage with children through play. Play 
is a serious business and the ability of early years 
children to claim their rights and express their 
views, should never be under-estimated.

Intergenerational Storyplay demonstrates the 
value for children and adults of enabling our 
youngest children to play an equal and active 
role in society, by increasing their visibility and 
amplifying their voices. Children’s needs are 
universal human needs. And just as children need 
adults who can engage equally with them through 
the language of play, adults flourish and thrive 
best when we too are at ease with our playful 
selves – arguably the essence of our identities 
as human beings. In this way Storyplay not only 
supports children’s confidence, emotional and 
social development, language and literacy but 
increases resilience and skills among parents and 
professionals, strengthening whole families and 
communities and supporting children’s rights. 

Licketyspit’s Storyplay Schools Residencies 
support a school or nursery to become a hub for 
child centred, language-rich, inclusive culture, 
beginning at school or nursery and spilling 
out into intergenerational understanding and 
appreciation, at home and in wider communities. 
Porridge & Play Community Hubs become a 
place for families and professionals across a 
community to share and enjoy the benefits of 
Storyplay, supporting integration, friendship and 
imagination. Licketyspit’s Children & Families 
Network of 900+ families is a ‘family of families’ 

and fosters year-round community and solidarity, 
both online and in-person, among the increasing 
number of families who seek to access Storyplay.

Theatre is a universally accessible highly flexible 
artform. It essentially only needs a group of 
people and a space. Licketyspit’s Storyplay 
practice is led by specialist actor-pedagogues – 
experienced actors with strong improvisational 
skills and rights-based engagement skills. They 
train with early years children in the areas where 
Licketyspit focusses our work – areas where 
many families experience poverty, isolation 
and/or trauma. The actor-pedagogues are 
highly effective in supporting local family and 
professional Storyplay Champions and volunteers 
to deliver Storyplay alongside them. They can 
support any groups – with 3-8 year olds at their 
heart – to enjoy successful Storyplay, including 
those with wide-ranging support needs.

Storyplay nurtures a child centred, inclusive,  
play and language-rich culture. Early years 
children effectively lead their peers, teachers, 
carers, parents, families and communities into 
their particular brand of limitless, hilarious and 
joyous imaginary play, where co-operation, 
kindness, sharing and fairness are the norm.  
In Storyplay we can be anyone, do anything and 
go anywhere. When we experience this in play, 
we increasingly believe that we can also find it in 
our lives.

“It’s a lovely opportunity to share your 
ideas, games and to live in your childhood.”

Mum, Bridgeton
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Introduct ion

“I wish I could come here everyday.  
I love going to Licketyspit it gives me  
more energy. I always draw and  
sometimes play at home.”

8 year old, P&P Cranhill



An amazing 754 people took part in over 
100 sessions including tasters and hub 
sessions, with families from Scotland, India, 
Nigeria, Pakistan, Gambia, South Africa, Egypt, 
Sudan, Poland, China and Iran! 18 Picnic & 
Play trips took big groups of families from these 
communities to The Tall Ship, Riverside Museum, 
Hunterian Museum, Glasgow Science Centre, A 
Canal Boat, and the Storyplay Festival. We had 
our first Picnic & Play at the beach and in the 
mountains with P&P Castlemilk going to Troon 
and P&P Bridgeton going to Balloch Castle 
Country Park!

The Porridge & Play Hubs brought together 
new and long-standing Scottish families. In the 
final block they used imaginary play to share 
their countries, their culture, their childhoods 
and their games – past and present! 22 games 
& rhymes were shared and created by these 
families, drawing on childhoods from Glasgow’s 
Gallowgate to Sudan! These will now become the 
AllScot Playcards, a new set of Lickety Playcard 
games to build into the Storyplay repertoire, 
which wonderfully convey Scotland’s rich multi-
cultural heritage.

5

“There is a really great group called 
Porridge & Play. We play lots of games  
and go out and about!”  

Child, P&P Castlemilk
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Porridge & Play Hubs 
September 2021 - September 2022

‘Bridgeton, Castlemilk  
& Cranhill’
Thanks to one-off funding from the New Scots 
Integration Fund, (Scottish Government/ COSLA/
Scottish Refugee Council part funded by the EU 
Migration Fund), Licketyspit was able to establish 
three new Porridge & Play Hubs in the Glasgow 
communities of Bridgeton, Castlemilk and 
Cranhill. Sessions were co-hosted by Family and 
local Professional Storyplay Champion volunteers. 
We ran lots of tasters in schools and nurseries. 
Local children who had become Licketyspit 
regulars online during the Pandemic, made a film 
to introduce the project in their communities and 
supported busy launch sessions. Our community 
partners were Indigo Childcare, Church House 
& Cranhill Development Trust, (you can find the 
Picnic & Play partners on the webpage.)

“This group is fun for kids and also for 
making new friends - it’s really good for 
kids and adults as well.” 

Mum, P&P Cranhill
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AllScots Playcard AllScots Playcard



Women’s Aid Storyplay Scotland was a 
pioneering pilot project delivered online in 
partnership with Scottish Women’s Aid and 
workers from 11 Women’s Aid groups across 
Scotland. Trainees developed new tools, a deep 
understanding and practical experience of the 
Storyplay approach, with the aim of incorporating 
it into their work with mothers, children & young 
people recovering from domestic abuse. Intensive 
training led to online co-delivery with clients which 
showed Storyplay to be a flexible transferable skill 
which can nurture self-care, new children’s rights-
based engagement skills and support workers 
to have greater access to and understanding of 
the way that their unique creativity can be used 
to support clients in recovery from trauma. The 
report and evaluation will be widely available 
and its hoped the first Women’s Aid Storyplay 
Handbook and further training across Women’s 
Aid groups in Scotland will bring further benefits 
from this landmark collaboration.

Many congratulations to all the Women’s 
Aid Storyplay Champions from Lochaber to 
Wigtonshire who finished their training and co-
delivery course with us!
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Women’s Aid Storyplay Scotland
November 2021 - March 2023

Storyplay Fest ival
The New Scots project culminated with our 
first Storyplay Festival! A day of Storyplay, 
feasting, celebration, fun and Family Art Voyages 
on Glasgow Green. Licketyspit associate artists 
- Ghanaian Dancer Adie Baako, Designer Ali 
Maclaurin with mini-world creation, Artist Catherine 
Lindow with Drawing Sound Stories and the 
wonderful Scottish Poetry Slam Winner’22 and 
master of Scots Language Hamish Macdonald 
with songs and poems! Actor-Pedagogue Andre 
Anderson brought his recently choreographed 
Dance piece - Playing Together. An array of 
delicious food was provided by multiple families 
including Jolof Rice, samosas, coriander potatoes, 
Persian dolmeh and Kurdish cucumber salad. The 
Festival was opened by Storyplay Ambassador 
and champion Zainab Adeleye and attended by 
Licketyspit’s newest Ambassador, Sanjeev Kohli  
as well as our friends Play Scotland.

The Lickety Mums & Dads celebration Picnic was 
a feast to behold!

Virginia, Ruby and Lickety Mum, Beauty presented 
about the project at the New Scots Annual 
Conference at Glasgow Concert Hall in November 
2022. Film maker Ruth Barrie and colleagues 
captured the project in a wonderful documentary – 
20 min film and 5 min trailer both found at 
www.licketyspit.com/newscots

The Festival was also supported by Creative 
Scotland.

“The fun left the family for a while and I 
didn’t know how to ‘fix this.’

Storyplay has given me the tools to learn 
how to play using imaginary play, the kids 
seeing me laugh and have fun has opened 
them to enjoy themselves again”

Mum, WA Storyplay

“I really like the way that you always play,  
I never played that happy before so it’s  
so fun” 

7 year old, Govan



527 people in total participated in this project, 
332 at our taster sessions and 207 at our weekly 
hub and online sessions. 

Regular session participants included 135 
children and 66 parents/carers from 58 families, 
26 of whom were new to the Licketyspit 
community. 

We celebrated BPPG Glasgow, together with 
our New Scots Integration Project, at our first 
Licketyspit Christmas Ceilidh. This was 
funded by TNLCF with additional support 
from our generous donors, who helped us gift 
‘Storyplay Sacks of Fun’ to all attendees.

91 children, 53 parents/carers & 3 professional 
guests attended. We also had help from 8 
volunteers.

Everyone dived into learning ceilidh dancing 
together with accordion player/caller John 
Somerville, celebrating dressing-up & sharing 
delicious Joloff rice, samosas, salad, fruit, mince-
pies & hot chocolate!  

The 6th year of Big Porridge & Play Glasgow, 
saw 7 popular weekly online Saturday sessions. A 
programme of 17 Taster sessions in local schools 
and nurseries together with participation in All of 
Us Govan event with the NSPCC and Linthouse 
Parish Church, preceded new 6-week blocks of 
Porridge and Play at Hubs in Ruchill, Whiteinch 
and Govan. 

We returned to Whiteinch Library and moved our 
location in Ruchill, running sessions at the Golf 
Pavillion now home of our friends North United 
Communities. It was great to have longstanding 
Storyplay Champions Franky & Zofia in Whiteinch, 
Champion & Board Member Boatemaa with 
her children Gabby & Emmanuel, as well as 
Daniel and his 4 boys, another one of our 2019 
volunteers in Ruchill! 

We took in-person Porridge & Play to Govan for 
the first time where we had a fabulous time at the 
Pearce Institute with support from our wonderful 
Storyplay Champions and soup-makers 
extraordinaire Bimbo, Toby and Dami together 
with Amir (8) and Ameen(10) who can be seen 
leading interviews in Helen McCrorie’s wonderful 
fly-on-the-wall documentary about this year’s 
project – 20 min documentary and 5 min trailer 
which can both be found at  
www.licketyspit.com/bppg22

We also introduced three new Licketyspit actor-
pedagogues for this project. Welcome Camille, 
Paul & Marie Louise!
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Big Porridge & Play 2022
6 years of Big Porridge & Play

“We love it. I wish we could go every week 
forever and always.”  
Mum of 1 and 3 year olds “Playing with friends. I had fun.  

Tasty food”  
7 year old

“I like that you can be anything without 
getting laughed at.”  
9 year old



In the final year of Storyplay City, we ran a series 
of 8 online Storyplay sessions on Saturday 
mornings and 4 pop-up Porridge & Plays at our 
Castlemilk, Cranhill, Govan and Maryhill hubs. We 
worked with 46 children from 18 families online, 
and 57 children from 28 families at our in person 
sessions.

Storyplay City was supported by Glasgow 
City Council’s Communities Fund. Beyond this 
funding, it represents our ambition to make 
Glasgow the first Storyplay City with lots of Hubs, 
Champions and families engaging in Storyplay to 
improve their happiness, wellbeing and rights.

LicketyMums started in March 2021 supported 
by the Scottish Refugee Council Community 
Resilience fund. In 2022/23, the second year of 
LicketyMums, we welcomed 26 Mums to our 
online play, wellbeing and support sessions. 
Some mums even join from the bus or while 
cooking! There is a great sense of community  
and sisterhood in the project, which also joins  
up with our family sessions where Mums support 
the AP teams. 

5 Lickety Mums and 2 Dads prepared food for 
our Storyplay Festival in September 2022

5 of our Lickety Mums came to help us prepare 
party bags and decorations for the Christmas 
Ceilidh in December and 2 cooked the food for 
the event.

We delivered 17 LicketyMums sessions in total.
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Licket yMums Storyplay Cit y
September 2021 - March 2022 January - March 2023

“I feel like partying with my fancy dress!  
If you see me wearing a dress like this,  
you know that I’m HAPPY”

Lickety Mum

“Everyone is really nice & kind.” 

8 year old, P&P Online



We are very grateful to our Storyplay Champion 
partners and volunteers who have helped 
us deliver our projects this year! We hope to 
increasingly share the Storyplay approach with 
other professionals to help achieve our aim that 
inclusive imaginary play becomes part of daily life 
for all children!

Storyplay Champions & Volunteers

Josephine (Bellrock Nursery –  
Porridge & Play Cranhill)

Nicola & Michelle (Indigo Childcare –  
Porridge & Play Castlemilk)

Nicola, Caitlin & Arriann (Churchy –  
Porridge & Play Bridgeton)

Chrissy, Desire, Frank, Mitchell, Marie,  
Mary Ann, Matthew, Paul, Alison, Mary K, 
Mary M (Volunteers)

Associate artists

Adie Baako – Family Art Voyage

Ali Maclaurin – Family Art Voyage

Catherine Lindow – Family Art Voyage 

Hamish Macdonald – Family Art Voyage

Andre Anderson & his Playing Together  
cast & crew

Jessica Kettle – Christmas Card illustrator

Lily McIvor – Graphic Designer

Wrench & Franks – Graphic Artists

Our child consultation project continued to 
support children’s rights this year.

Our Storyplay Champions asserted their rights 
through play at the GCVS Make Rights Real event 
in June 2022, and in consultation sessions for the 
Scottish Government’s GIRFEC Refresh 

Our Licketyspit Ambassador Zainab Adeleye 
shared what Storyplay means to her and the 
importance of Children’s Rights at our Storyplay 
Festival in September 2022
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Have Your Say Through Play Partnerships & Volunteering 
Championing Children’s Rights Thank you Storyplay Champions

“Everything I’ve become today, the 
passions I’ve realised. It’s all because 
of Licketyspit”

Zainab, Licketyspit Ambassador



As always, Licketyspit could not have done this 
work without our Actor Pedagogues, staff team 
and board. In 2022/23 The Licketyspit Actor-
pedagogues were: 

Itxaso (Taz) Moreno

Iona Zajac

Andre Anderson 

Effie Scott 

Sarah Gudgeon 

Hilde McKenna

Camille Marmie 

Marie-Louise Cochrane

Paul Chaal

Company Team:  

Virginia Radcliffe (Artistic Director/CEO)

Shona Rattray (Executive Producer)

Ruby Zajac (Creative Producer: CFN)

Fraser Macleod (Associate Producer)

Johnny Austin (Associate Producer)

Rhianne Forrest (Communications Coordinator).

Licketyspit Board: 

Morag MacLeod (Chair)

Alison Preston

Marguerite Hunter-Blair

Esther Muchena

Nicola Hughes

Boatemaa Ofori-Frimpong

115 new families joined the CFN in 2022/23. 

This is our Licketyspit family – a supportive 
community who share our children’s rights 
ethos and value imaginary group play. When 
you join the CFN we will let you know when we 
have activities happening in your area, or online, 
that you can take part in. We also share family 
ideas and information to help you support your 
children’s rights and grow up happy, creative and 
confident!
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Children & Families Net work (CFN) 

Staff & Team

2021/22 
Act ivit y Summary

We were so busy in 2022 that we weren’t 
able to publish a 2021/22 Annual Report. 
Many of the projects listed in this report 
started in 2021/22. What follows are our 
distinct 2021/22 activities.



This year of BPPG included 19 online sessions 
spread over 9 weeks.

We had some new participants but many had 
been taking part for some time, which led 
us to dive deeper into the Storyplay games 
and explore sessions like Bold Margaret & 
Worried Margaret (from LicketyLeap), Expert 
Characters and the Olympic Games of 
Games! 

BPPG’21 also included 8 outdoor sessions at 
Elder Park, Kelvingrove Park, Linn Park and 
Tollcross Park.

It was fantastic to meet in person with nearly all 
the families participating in the project, in spite of 
the continued challenges posed by Covid-19. Our 
outdoor sessions included adaptations to games 
to maintain physical distance, and picnics of 
samosas and fruit, some of which were provided 
by Lickety Mum Amina!

As part of the Glasgow Creative Communities 
Artist in Residencies project, we delivered 
Storyplay for the Planet, in the East Centre 
ward, mainly working with schools, nurseries & 
families in the Cranhill & Barlanark communities. 
We held 6 school and nursery sessions, 4 
community sessions and 4 online workshops 
with around 150 participants.

We launched a Zine at the end of the project, 
filled with the stories, illustrations and ideas 
the participants came up with, on the theme of 
climate change.

Read the Zine www.licketyspit.com/storyplay-
planet-zine
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Big Porridge & Play 2021

Storyplay for the Planet –  
East Centre Ward Residency

April 2021 - July 2021

October 2021 - March 2022

19

Following two successful pilots with Adie Baako 
and Amy Geddes, in 2021 we secured funding 
from Awards for All to hold 18 online Family Art 
Voyage (FAV) sessions.

In July we did a call out for artists and in 
September we held auditions where some of our 
participants helped us select the artists from a 
shortlist of 10.

7 artists were invited to deliver 3 sessions each 
to our Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday 
groups (Adie & Thomas delivered as a pair). 
They were: Adie Baako (dancer) & Thomas 
Annang (drummer), Ali Maclaurin (set designer), 
Hamish Macdonald (poet), Caitlin Forbes 
(actor/musician), Jaz Grady (visual artist) and 
Catherine Lindow (illustrator). 

You can watch a film about FAV here  www.
licketyspit.com/families/licketyspit-projects/
family-art-voyage

Family Art Voyage
July 2021 - November 2021

“I wrote a poem - In Licketyspit we  
imagine and learn. It teaches us about 
friendship because we have the right to 
play and no one can spoil it. And you can 
invite people too.”

7 year old



44 families and 108 children took part in our 
online Storyplay City sessions in September 
2021 and February-March 2022. Highlights 
included the Jelly Catwalks of Paris, Canada 
and the Seaside!

In January 2022 we had the premiere of 
Margaret & Magnus Visit the National 
Museum of Scotland, our 16-minute interactive 
film made with 2 actor-pedagogues and 9 
Storyplay Champion children, in partnership with 
National Museums Scotland & Aarol Films.

This film takes you on a Storyplay adventure 
around the museum and through time! With 
their Magic Map and Flying Balloons, Margaret, 
Magnus and the children go to Egypt meet the 
Dear Dodo and even a Stegosaurus!

Watch here www.licketyspit.com/museumfilm
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Storyplay Cit y 

NMS Collaborat ion 

September 2021 - March 2022

October 2021 - March 2022

A Storyplay consultation with 18 children (95% 
refugees) about the Scottish Government’s 
GIRFEC Policy – Getting it Right for Every Child. 
This Have Your Say Through Play project was 
developed with support from Zero Tolerance. 

On the whole family approach of GIRFEC, one 
6 year old told us “Need to tell mummy so she 
might know what to do.” 

The importance of fairness and non-
discrimination was deeply understood by the 
children, with one describing the importance of 
non-discrimination as “because it hurts them 
inside.” Arshad, 10 

Discussing “equitably tackling inequality” we 
asked, ‘is there anything people can do at school 
to make sure you are all treated fairly?’ The 
children replied: 

“They make sure they spend time, they help 
everyone equally not just staying with one 
person.” 8 year old; “An example of when people 
have been showing equity with all kinds of races 
is when we are playing football they are showing 
teamwork and including everyone.” Glory, 9 

In October 2021 we released a film about 
Porridge & Play Online, as part of Refugee Action 
and Migration Exchange’s Stories of Resilience 
series.

And in November 2021 we welcomed funder the 
National Lottery Community Fund and Joe Media 
together with actor Sanjeev Kohli to make a film 
about Porridge & Play. 

In December 2021 we also released the Welcome 
to Porridge & Play film made by the Storyplay 
Champion children of the Porridge & Play Hubs in 
Bridgeton, Cranhill and Castlemilk. This film was 
made on Zoom in the run up to the launch of the 
new hubs.

You can find the links for our 2022 films about 
Porridge & Play & the Storyplay Festival (by Ruth 
Barrie and Helen McCrorie) on P. 8 and P. 10 and 
our Family Art Voyage film on P. 19.

www.licketyspit.com/stories-of-resilience

www.licketyspit.com/lottery-film

www.licketyspit.com/newscots

Have Your Say Through Play

Telling the story

November 2021 – GIRFEC Consultation

Films about Licketyspit

“We love Licketyspit!” 

5 year old
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